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Calibration of the Drill helps ensure accuracy.

When the Controller is 1st powered on, it will instruct the user to calibrate the drill.
To calibrate the Drill, retract and release the Depth Sensing Arm (DSA) as guided by 
the on-screen instructions.

Entering the correct drill bit size used helps ensure accuracy.

Following calibration, the Controller will instruct the user to input the bit sized used. 
Enter the correct bit size and press “Enter”. Confirm the selection by pressing “Accept”.

Bicortical Mode features auto-stop functionality and real-time depth measurement.

Bicortical Mode is the default setting for the IntelliSense® Drill. In this mode the drill 
will automatically stop once a full-bore hole has been made through the 2nd cortices.
The depth measurement is accurate to 0.6mm.
The Surgeon can override this auto-stop and continue drilling by performing a 
double trigger pull and then activating the bottom trigger to continue drilling 
forward. This double-trigger pull and advancement will enable the Surgeon to 
continue drilling until another, single, cortices is met and breached at which point it 
will auto-stop and display the drill depth measurement.

Freehand Mode allows the Drill to function just like a traditional drill.

Freehand Mode lacks the auto-stop feature but includes real-time drill depth data 
shown on the display. The Surgeon must drill based on “feel”, stopping when they feel 
they have reached the desired stopping point.

CAUTION: The Drill will NOT stop automatically at the bicortices.

The Hole Depth feature stores drill data for up to 17 holes on the screen at a time.

The Surgeon, or their staff, can scroll back through the data of a previously drilled hole 
by pressing/selecting that desired hole number from the display.
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